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665 $a Kunimaipa $b Hajlli $d Southeast New Guinea $e Eastern Papua $f 8,000 $g Merritt Ruhlen$g
John Crothers (review)

665 $a Pence, Alan $b 1966 $c Kunimaipa Phonology* Hierarchical Levels $d Pacific Linguistics,
Series A 7.49-67 $q informants $r 8 months

665 $a INTONATION $A Intonational patterns are described largely in terms of the phonological
phrase. The nucleus of the phrase is the last syllable, or sometimes last two syllables, when
the two vowels are contiguous. Pence distinguishes ten intonation patterns on the nuclear
syllable, and four on the prenuclear syllables. See p. 51-2.

665 $a LONG VOWELS (NON-DISTINCTIVE) $A "Four degrees of phonetic length have been noted: (a)
vowels are longest when they occur simultaneously as word and phrase nucleus; (b) those which
occur as word nucleus in phrase non-nuclear position are next most long; (c) shortest length
occurs in the first syllable of multisyllabic words (when occurring in isolation) and one or
two of the middle syllables of words of more than four syllables; (d) normal length occurs
elsewhere." (p. 61

)

665 $a STRESS $A "Stress (heard as slight length or slight intensity, or both) occurs on the
nuclear syllable On words longer than one syllable, this is the syllable closed by the
final c; or on words which end in a sequence of contiguous V syllables, on the last of those
syllables." Of eight examples given, one seems not to follow the rule. See p. 52-3. UHC3

665 $a SYLLABLE $A (C)V(C) $A initial C* all C $A final C» all C

665 01 $A Pence uses the feature "tense" to distinguish /b/ from /beta-approximant/. It appears that
in medial and final position the opposition is between a stop or fricative (/b/) and a weak
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fricative or approximant (/beta-approximant/) . Initially only [b3 occurs, as an allophone of
/beta-approximant/.

665 02 $A Tenseness feature for /d-dental/ apparently based on the analysis of /b/ and /g/.

665 03 $A /g/ and /q-voice/ are fortis and lenis respectively, but "the main contrast ... is point of
articulation. 11

(p. 58)

665
0I

» $A /q-voice/ is "always backed, though this backing is very slight before /i/, /u/. n (p. 61)

665 05 $A "In phrase medial and final environments twl rarely has more than very lenis friction (such
an allophone could be called a flat tw) (p. 60-61 )

665 06 $A /s, z/ are "probably articulated with the tongue blade." (p. 60)

665 07 $A ts-palatalized] is produced "with a high front unrounded off-glide." (p. 60)

665 08 $A [z-palatalized] is produced with a "high front off-glide." (p. 61 )

665 09 $A /r-f lap-retrof lex/ is termed "alveolar r
(
etrof lexed" by Pence, (p. 60)

665 10 $A "Lower allophones of /upsilon/, /i/ and /u/ occur in short or unstressed syllables." (p. 61)

665 n $A It is difficult to interpret Pence's description of the variants of /e/. He suggests height
variation ranging from [iota] to Eepsilon] (p. 63), but the chart on p. 62 shows no height
variation. Chart and verbal description agree only on range from front to central. EJHC]

665 12 $A "Higher allophones of. ../a/ occur in short or unstressed syllables." (p-.61) "/a/ has'a range
of central allophones from fa! up to Ei-bar] and in the low and mid areas from front central to
back." (p. 62)

665 60 $A /p/ is realized as [phi] "phrase medially." (p. 60) [phi! also occurs as a possible phrase
final variant of /beta-approxi mant/.

665 61 $A The voiceless stops may be weakly aspirated phrase initially, (p. 60)

665 62 $A [p/phn varies with /p/ phrase initially and finally, and occasionally occurs phrase
medially (in non-slow speech) instead of [phi! . (p. 60)

665 63 $A EbJ is the initial .allophone of /beta-approxi mant/.

665 64 $A /b/ may be realized as [beta] or [b/beta] medially and finally in fast speech. (Pence says
that /beta-approxi mant/ may also occur as an affricate medially and finally, (p. 60) However in
the next sentence he says that it "rarely has more than very lenis friction.")

665 65 $A "Medially... E/t/] may occasionally be pronounced with slight friction." (p. 60)

665 6 $ $A /d/ may be realized as [ethl or [d-dental/ethJ medially and finally in fast speech.

665 67 $A /d-dental/ may be devoiced word initially. Occurs rarely, (p. 60)

665 68 $A Ik] occurs rarely as an initial allophone of /g/, (p. 60) (p. 60)

665 69 $A /k/ is realized as [x] "phrase medially." (p. 60)

665 70 $A rk/x] varies with [kl phrase initially and finally. Occasionally occurs phrase medially
instead of [x] . (p. 60)

665 71 $A /k/ is realized as [q] before low vowels, (p. 60)

665 72 $A /k/ is realized as [x-uvular] phrase medially before low vowels, (p. 60) E x-uvular] also
occurs as a possible phrase final variant of /q-voice/. (p. 60)

665 73 $A /k/ may be realized as [ q-aspi rated-weakl phrase initially.

665
7l

« $A [q/x-uvularl varies with tqj phrase initially and finally. Occasionally occurs phrase
medially instead of Ex-uvular], (p. 60)

665 75 $A /g/ may be realized as [gamma] or Eg/gamma] medially and finally in fast speech.

665 76 $A Phrase initially tq-voice/gamma-uvular] varies with Iq-voiceJ ; medially and finally itvaries with E gamma -uvular] . (p. 61 )

665 77 $A /q-voice/ is realized as [gamma-uvular] medially and finally.

665 78 $A /beta-approximant/ is realized as twl "when contiguous to /u/ and /o/." (p. 60)
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665 79 $A tsl occurs, as phrase final free variant of /z/.

665 80 $A "/s/ occurs phrase initially as either affricate or fricative; elsewhere it is a fricative,
(p. 60)

665 81 $A /s/ is palatalized before low vowels, (p. 60)

665 82 $A Environment not stated for tyod) as an allophone of /z/.

665 83 $A /z/ may be palatalized before low vowels, (p,61 )

665
8t

* $A "/l/... may be represented by the allophone ld/1] word initially and contiguous to high
vowels. 11 (p. 61 )

665 85 $A /I/ "sometimes occurs long." (p. 61 )

665 86 $A /l/ may be voiceless phrase finally, (p. 60)

665 87 $A /r-flap-retroflex/ "may occur as a trill medially or finally." (p. 60)

665 88 $A "Finally /r-f lap-retrof lex/ usually occurs voiceless." (p. 60)

665 89 $A /r-flap-retroflex/ may be realized as I t-retrof lex/r-f lap-retrof lexl Initially, (p. 60)

665 90 $A "/i/ has a range of allophones from til to tiotal. Lower allophones occur before /s/, /z/,
/r-flap-retroflex/, and /k/, and contiguous to /q-voice/; a slightly higher allophone occurs
following /a/ and /upsilon/; til occurs elsewhere." (p. 63)

665 91 $A /e/ is realized as te-dotl contiguous to /k/ and /q-voice/. (p.63)

665 92 $A "I schwa] fends to occur [as an allophone of /a/1 following /s/, voiced stops, /l/, /m/ and
/n/...» mid central allophones talsol occur contiguous to high vowels." (p. 62)

665 93 $A "Backed allophones tof /a/1 tend to occur contiguous to /k/ and /q-voice/;" (p,62)

665 94 $A tupsilonl is an allophone of /u/ before /q-voice/. (p.63)

665 95 $A "to! occurs tas an allophone of /upsilon/3 following /q-voice/ and /k/, preceding /q-voice/,
/k/, and /beta-approximant/ and contiguous to other vowels." (p.62)


